Dear Senator,

SB 764 is clearly nothing more than an effort to eliminate lawful concealed carry in Oregon. The requirements
proposed in all its amendments are onerous, unnecessary and almost impossible to comply with.
I strongly urge you to consider your constituents and not the deep pockets of New York billionaires who are
promoting this harmful legislation and vote "NO" on the amended SB 764.
SB 868 is an outrageous assault on liberty, private property and due process. As amended it is far worse.
SB 797 allows the already over-stretched Oregon State Police to indefinitely deny a gun purchase to anyone, for
as long as they want. There are no safeguards for people who are delayed in error which is 95% of all
delays. This is a dangerous and unprecedented backdoor attack on our fundamental right to bear arms.
Vote "NO" on SB 868 and all of its amendmenets. Vote "NO" on SB 764. Vote "NO" on 797.
THE DEMOCRATS DESPISE PRESIDENT TRUMP BECAUSE OF HIS IDEOLOGY, YET CONTINUE TO
TYRANNICALLY ENFORCE THEIR OWN.
The Democrats despise President Trump because of his ideology yet continue to tyrannically enforce their own
agenda despite the fact only 8 counties in Oregon voted for Hillary Clinton. Even then they continually assault
the very foundation of our civil rights, and it cannot stand.
Many Oregonians, including Sheriffs, County Commissioners, and Mayors, already have refused to enforce or
obey your anti-gun laws. The politicians working on behalf of Bloomberg's agenda are considered fools,
puppets, and sycophants. These clearly unwanted and draconian laws only tear Oregon apart as they are
polarizing, exclusively liberal, and completely ineffectual in addressing violence and criminals.
They only serve to injure the majority of Oregonians, and could lead to extreme consequences.
Address the budget issue, education, infrastructure, and keep your hands off our civil and constitutional
rights.
.

David Qotsaisaw
Talent, OR 97540

